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We are living in a period of technological change, and in many countries there is a revolution taking
place in primary and secondary education. This paper provides an overview of an ongoing study con-
cerned with the creation and design of a dynamic, child-centered Internet atlas of Quebec, Canada, for
school children between the ages of 8 and 17 years. Launch of the prototype is scheduled for the fall of
2003. The proposed components of this atlas are described and illustrated by examples, many of which
can be viewed interactively in a demonstration of the prototype (http: //atlasduquebec.qc.ca/scolaire).

Introduction

The children of today are the map producers and users
of the future. Education involving maps and mapping is a
component of most school curricula and often involves the
use of tools such as a school atlas. As a result of changes in
technology, digital atlases for educational purposes are ap-
pearing, particularly in the form of CD-ROMs, and
students are being encouraged to access information on the
Internet and World Wide Web.

In Canada, education is a provincial domain and, as
elsewhere in the world, the elementary and high school cur-
ricula are being reviewed. Education in the province of
Quebec is moving from objective-based to compe-
tence-based instruction. In September 2000, a project,
subsidized by the Information Highway Funds of Quebec,
commenced with the mandate of producing a prototype
Internet atlas to support the Social Science program of
teaching about Quebec at the primary and secondary levels.

To address the problem of “What kind of Internet At-
las should be produced for whom?” five investigations
have been undertaken. First, there was a review of the
available literature about educational parameters and user
knowledge (e.g., level of basic map skills), requirements
(learning strategies) and skills (cognitive abilities). Sec-
ond, literature related to the role, design and use of paper
elementary atlases was also explored. Third, a survey of
the requirments of elementary teachers was undertaken.
Fourth, there was an investigation of 8 year old student’s
ability to work with a variety of graphics (Anderson et al.,

2000). Fifth, and finally, an evaluation of a range of
exisiting atlas and atlas related products was producted [1].

Quebec - The New Curriculum

In Canada, each province’s Ministry of Education de-
termines the goals of education, general educational
objectives and course of study for each subject. Over the six
year period 2000 - 2006 many changes are scheduled to take
place in Québec’s school system as it moves from objec-
tive-based instruction to competency-based instruction.

Under the old curriculum, elementary students’ expo-
sure to maps in Grades 1 to 6 (ages 6 to 11 years of age) was
primarily associated with a Social Studies program, while at
the high school level there were Geography Modules in
Grades 7 and 9 (13 and 15 years of age). At the elementary
level, students, 6-8 years of age, were first introduced to
their own immediate environment, then the local school en-
vironment and their community. Then, students studied the
geographic, economic, and social features together with
their interrelations of their Region, Quebec and Canada
(Anderson, 1996).

In the autumn of 2000, four parts of the new program
(Languages; Technology, Science and Mathematics; Arts
Education; and Personal Development) were implemented
at the elementary level. ‘Social Studies’ as a distinct pro-
gram has been replaced by ‘Social Sciences’ which is
comprised of ‘History, Geography and Citizenship Educa-
tion.’ The Social Sciences role is to provide, “tools for social
integration by helping them [students] gain a broad under-
standing of the functioning of societies and the geographic
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organization of territories” (Ministère de l’Education
(M.E.Q.) 1999). A student’s first exposure to “Social Sci-
ences” will be in Cycle 2 (students aged 8-9) [2]. Thus any
mapping concepts introduced prior to this age will be in
components of the four Cycle 1 programs (Languages;
Technology, Science and Mathematics; Arts Education
and; Personal Development). The Cycle 2 of the new curric-
ulum, introduced in September 2001 is organized around
three competencies with stated expectations (Table 1). In
the context of these competencies, the described teaching
materials include (M.E.Q. 1999):

� using a geographical and historical atlas with
simple maps and limited scope;

� using maps that show different scale representa-
tions of the territories;

� using simple and varied written, visual and media
materials.

Table 1. Competencies and expectations of Geography,

History and Citizenship education (Cycle 2 – students

aged 8 to 9 years of age).

Competency
Expectations Related to
Competency

To describe the
organization of a
society that existed in
the past and its
territory and that
society’s contribution
to present-day society.

Students are expected to learn about
the organization of societies.
(Studying one or a few societies, its
links to its environment, and
changes as well as the changes that
the society’s made to its territory to
meet its needs receive attention).

To interpret change
in a society and its
territory.

Students are expected to develop an
understanding of the concept of
change, and causes of change as well
as exercise critical judgement and
use simple arguments.

To be open to the
diversity of society
and their territories.

Students are expected to compare
societies and territories at a given
point in time in order to learn about
differences between them. Students
are also expected to exercise critical
judgement, be able to identify
strengths and weaknesses and back
up their points of view with simple
arguments.

Source: M.E.Q. 1999.

The move from objective- to competency-based in-
struction should bring about many changes in teaching. In
theory, students are to become involved in more
group-work that is inter-disciplinary in focus. Instead of an
annual evaluation, students’ competencies will be assessed
on a cycle basis with the role of the teacher moving from
providing information to guiding the process of learning.
There is also to be a greater emphasis on child cen-
tered-group-work.
(http://www.qesnrecit.qc.ca/socialsciences/cycles123/ele
mcurr.html).
These changes will result in the need to access up-to-date
information about many different subjects quickly.

Teachers’ Requirements

In an attempt to identify users’ needs, in April 2000, a
private publishing company conducted two focus groups
(Les Éditions CEC, 2000). Each focus group was made up
of participants and a moderator. The participants, who were
Cycle 2 teachers from the Montréal area, used a variety of
materials to teach social studies. One group was made up of
eight teachers who were comfortable using computers in
their teaching while the seven participants in the second
group did not use computers in their teaching. In connection
with an Internet atlas the teachers wanted a well-designed,
age appropriate, easy to use product, with sound that was
colourful, and interactive, containing stimulating and rele-
vant textual and graphic information – maps, photographs
and illustrations (static and animation). The teachers also
wanted self-correctable concrete activities, quizzes, games
etc., and identified links to appropriate sites containing sup-
porting materials such as data together with accompanying
hardcopy related teaching exercise books.

Atlas Contents and Structures

An atlas has been defined as a “[s]ystematic and coher-
ent collection of geographic data, in analogue or digital
form, representing a particular area and/or one or more geo-
graphic themes, based on a narrative [objective] together
with tools for navigation, informational retrieval, analysis
and presentation” (Koop, 1993:129). A school atlas implies
a product designed to meet the requirements of a specific
clientele. The content of a traditional paper school atlas is
represented in Figure 1. Maps are the focus with
bi-directional interactions between a map and one of the
various components, e.g., the index and a map, the map and
a glossary etc.

Figure 1. Traditional atlas structure and contents.

Source: Anderson et al. 2001.
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Many digital atlases exist. There are also Internet at-
lases whose audience has been identified as school children
(Bede and Williams, 2000; Siekierska and Williams, 1996).
In an electronic format, in addition to many of the same con-
tents of a paper atlas, Internet atlases include bi-directional
interactivity and hyperlinks (Figure 2). However, few stud-
ies on their use have been published and Wiegand says,
“there are few discrete models of cartographic applications
of Internet technology” (2000, 81).

Figure 2. General structure and contents of an Internet

atlas.

Source: Anderson et al. 2001

Based upon the information about Quebec’s curricu-
lum reform, perceived requirements of teachers’ and
students’, the nature of the Internet, and the literature re-
searched, the structure and contents shown in Figure 3 was
adopted for the Prototype Internet School Atlas of Quebec.
It is fundamentally different from the general digital struc-
ture shown in Figure 2. The decision was taken that the
prototype atlas should be child-centered. As such a struc-
ture provides students with the opportunity to think for
themselves about the organization and use of space. With
this structure students will be able to construct knowledge
through their own experiences with the means put at their
disposal.

Figure 3. Structure and contents of the prototype

Internet school atlas of Quebec.

Source: Research Data.

There was a decision that the structure should incorpo-
rate following components and functions:

� a guide to navigating the site on the Internet

� a “suitcase of tools” to understand the nature of
maps as well as a facility to create graphics (maps,
diagrams etc)

� maps

� a data base

� a glossary of terms associated with the social sci-
ences

� a bank of hyperlinks related to the teaching of So-
cial Sciences.

Thus, the users’ mental schema, together with trans-
parent interactive access to a suitcase of cartographic
concepts, various sources of information (thematic maps,
data, hyperlinks, glossary) and an ability to create their own
maps, provide the means for learning about the nature and
limitations of maps, as well as contributing to their logical
formation and developing knowledgeable Quebecois aware
of their immediate and global environment.

Another significant decision taken was that there
would four different levels of treatment of both the interface
and supplied materials. These levels are Level 1 (Cycle 2,
8-10 years of age), Level 2 (Cycle 3,10-12 years of age),
Level 3 - Junior High School (12-14 years of age) and Level
4 - Other (15 years and older). For each level, there will be
appropriate terminology (e.g., glossary), as well as atten-
tion to the number and type of prepared thematic and base
maps available (their content and design), the nature of the
concepts, and the provided data, hyperlinks and interactive
mapping capabilities.

Structure and Contents of the Prototype

Internet School Atlas of Quebec

Software: Prior to providing information about the
various components shown in Figure 3, some information
regarding the software needs to be presented. The architec-
tural structure of the site was built as an Active Server Page
using Microsoft ACCESS since this allowed the creation of
dynamic, recyclable web pages. Other software combina-
tions, such as Pre Hypertext Pre-Processor Language (PHP)
and the more robust My Structured Query Language
(MySQL), have been tested on parts of the site and may be
pursued in future developments.

The maps and graphics are generated in a vector format
using Macromedia Freehand 9.0. The vector map format
was selected because it permits rapid scale and the creation
of small animation files. These files, displayed in a
Macromedia Flash 5.0 format, permits rapid downloading.
All map and mapping files are small - less than 50K in size.
The demonstration can be viewed through any browser with
Flash plugins enabled. Map Info 6.5 is used for the manipu-
lation of the geographical data.
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Guide to the site: The interface has been designed for
transparency. To facilitate easy navigation nothing is hid-
den — all the items that the user has access to appear on the
same page. Figure 4 shows the interface (skin) developed
for Level 1. At the top of the frame, above the active view-
ing area, there is a toolbar containing a series of iconic
buttons representing the functions available together with
the buttons and window associated with initiating a request.
On the right edge of the viewable image area is a sequence
of different coloured circles that are illuminated to assure
the user that their request is being operated upon. Two but-
tons appear on the left edge of the viewable image area.
Selection of the top button activates a view of complemen-
tary contents. The bottom button activates a window that
permits the student (represented by the animated glove) to
interact with the computer (represented by the animated
mouse). For example, when material is displayed in the
viewing area a supplementary text message may appear un-
der the image of the cursor indicating the availability of
additional materials that the child may then choose to ex-
plore. The icons appearing on the bottom toolbar
correspond to the mode of operations possible with a partic-
ular function. Whereas “help” (the question mark) is always
available and most of the atlas maps can be printed, other
functions are “outcome” specific, e.g., the buttons associ-
ated with identifying and moving a map, panning, zooming
and layer control will only appear when the user is involved
in interactive mapping.

Figure 4. Interface for students 8-10 years of age (Level

1).

Source: Research Data

The user may instigate a query in one of three ways:
first through typing in a key word; second through clicking
on a map and, third by entering a general question e.g.,
where is most of the population in Quebec located? In the
future location information may be accessible through the
entry of a postal code.

Suitcase of concepts, exercises relating to under-

standing of map-related concepts, concepts associated

with data and base map. Under Quebec’s new curriculum,

prior to the age of 8 years the mapping concepts students
will be exposed to will be introduced in four programs
(Languages; Technology, Science and Mathematics; Arts
Education and; Personal Development). Given the flexibil-
ity in introducing these programs, it is not unreasonable to
expect that students entering Cycle 2 will arrive with a great
range of competencies, skills, and knowledge essential to
understanding maps and work with maps. Basic to an un-
derstanding of maps and mapping and working with base
maps are the concepts of scale, transformations, generaliza-
tion, and symbolization. In the pilot prototype
demonstration, for Level 1, the concept (notion) of scale is
introduced through a series of familiar images. These allow
the viewer to place themselves in the situation of standing
near a large familiar object (house), measuring its vertical
dimension in “units”, and then recording the size (scale) of
the house by taking a photograph. The height of the house in
“units” is then compared to the height of the same house
shown on a subsequent photograph taken by the viewer
some distance from the house. Young students also have
difficulty with the problem of “inclusion”. To assist the ex-
ploration of this concept, in association with scale, students
are provided with a jigsaw - an outline of Canada into which
they must interactively position its provinces and territo-
ries. Another concept essential to the comprehension of
conventional map symbolization is an understanding of “a
bird eye perspective”. Level 1 students can explore their
understanding of this concept through an activity which re-
quires the pairing of a “plan view” of an object such as a tree
with its corresponding horizontal image. Among other
mapping and data related concepts with associated activi-
ties being developed for various levels are: the notion of
order and quantity (using an activity in which objects have
to be correctly sequenced according to their length); basic
topological relations such as, near, far, above, below, under,
inside, and outside; giving positional references (al-
pha-numeric grid locations e.g., A3); area enlargement and
reduction; and encouraging children to collect and graph
data relative to their own environment (climate and popula-
tion).

Future developments will include information and ac-
tivities relating to student’s comprehension of latitude and
longitude and perhaps concepts associated with projections
and generalization.

Maps: The atlas content is designed to reflect the infor-
mation provided through a review of Quebec Ministry
documents relating to the philosophy, content and teaching
of the proposed Social Sciences Program (Geography, His-
tory and Citizenship) for primary and secondary level. The
design of these maps is influenced by the literature avail-
able on web based cartography (Kraak and Brown, 2001) as
well as the evaluation of the style and contents of a variety
of paper and digital atlases (national, provincial and school)
undertaken in association with the project.

Four kinds of maps will be available in Internet proto-
type atlas scheduled for release in 2003: pre-prepared base
maps, thematic maps and interactive maps. Animated maps
will also be used judiciously e.g., evolution of population as
well as accompanying exercises and notions in the “suit-
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case”. All the maps are being designed so that their file size
will to less than 50K to ensure rapid downloading.

The need for simple Quebec Base maps was identified
by teachers. These maps, of different areas at different
scales, will contain administrative boundaries and different
components of the infrastructure. In addition, Hyperlinks
will be provided to relevant base maps on other sites.

The pre-prepared maps will treat 10 themes (Table 2)
for each of the four levels. They will include 40 maps for
each of Quebec’s 17 Regions.

Table 2. Proposed map themes.

Theme Contents

Social

Population Characteristics, distribution,
demographic projections

Education School network, level of education
achieved, number of students

Health Services, areas of the Centre Local
Service Communautaire (CLSC)

Citizenship Election results

Economy Employment, income, industry

Physical

Environment Natural landscapes

Climate Weather stations

Vegetation and Land
Use Land use

Geology Geological time scale, soil, faulting

Relief and Drainage
Basins Hydrography

Source: Research Data.

Maps at various scales will permit the examination of
data at municipal, regional, national and international lev-
els (Table 3) at the different Levels. The source scale for
maps showing the whole of Quebec in the image viewing
area is 1:17, 000, 000. When either just the north of south of
the province is portrayed as a single map, the source scale is
larger (1:8, 000, 000). The largest source scale that will be
provided by the Prototype atlas is 1:250,000. At a regional
level, access to larger scales is possible if that material is
made available by educational authorities on a regional web
site. A different content and level of generalization - appro-
priate on this medium - for each of the four Levels is to be
used. Within each of the Levels the same generalization is
used irrespective of scale viewed (original, zoom in, or
zoom out).

Table 3. Thematic and base maps available for Levels

1-4.

Level Maps (Thematic and Base)

Level 1
(8-9 years)

Map of Quebec.
Map of their own region.

Level 2
(10-11 years)

Map of Quebec and maps of the
regions.
Map of Canada.

Level 3
(12-14 years)

Maps at the level of their
municipality.

Level 4
(15 years and
above)

Maps of the World (permitting a
comparison of Quebec to countries of
the world).

A example of one of the maps designed for Level 1, that
can be found at http://atlasduquebec.qc.ca/, is Réparation
de la population (Figure 5). The original specifications for
Figure 5 appear in Table 4. To ensure the legibility of the
map information in the viewing area: colours were selected
from the Websafe colour palette (216 colours possible); a
sans serif typeface (either Arial or Verdana) was used; and,
for Level 1 maps, the minimum size used was 15 points. The
limited content included was highly generalized. The num-
ber of data levels was limited to two. To improve
figure-ground a darker blue was selected to represent the
coastline.

Figure 5. Réparation de la population (Internet map de-

signed for Level 1).

Source: Research Data.

The atlas also provides an interactive mapping capabil-
ity. In the demonstration available on the Level 1, in
association with a map of the whole of the province of Que-
bec users have been provided with the following functions:

� Access the metadata

� Information on the cursor position, latitude/longi-
tude, x and y position)
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� Panning the image (either keyboard arrow keys, or
a “hand.”)

� Zooming in or out of the image

� Selecting an area of the map to be zoomed

� Re-centering the image

� Reset to home

� Selection of layers to view.

The layers available to Level 1 user’s were selected to
provide maximum flexibility in building their maps.
These are:

� Internal rivers

� International boundary

� Administrative boundaries - census divisions

� Provincial boundary

� Lakes - surface hydrology

� Hydrographic boundary of Quebec

� Other coastlines

� Area of Province of Quebec yellow

� Other land area (Canadian Provinces and the
United States of America)

� Large bodies of water (St Lawrence and Seas)

The amount of interactivity offered will change with
the different Levels. At the lower levels students will only
be able to select from the layers presented the layers they
wish to show and the area to be represented. These maps can
then be downloaded and printed so that data can be added
manually. At the higher levels it is envisioned that students
will interactively access data and symbolize them directly
on the maps shown in their viewing area prior to down-
loading and printing.

Data Base: Data, in the form of tables, will be included
in the atlas. The data integrated will be that used to produce
the thematic maps, exercises and graphics in the atlas as
well as data relevant to these components. The amount of
data will be adapted for presentation in a school environ-
ment for each of the four levels. Sources such as the Institut
de la statistique du Quebec, Statistics Canada and
UNESCO will be used since they provide tables and graphs
that enable the comparisons of aspects of Quebec at a vari-
ety of scales (Regions, Munipipalité Regionale de Comté
(MRC -Regional County Municipality) and municipalities)
as well as comparisons with Canada and countries of the
world. The atlas is also to include links to sites with data rel-
evant to the curriculum that may be of interest to the user
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Table 4. Design specifications for the original of the map “Réparation de la population”.

Symbols Feature Colour
Websafe
Code

Red Green Blue

Type Title 26 point Black 000000 0 0 0

Legend 16 point Black 000000 0 0 0

Scale 18 point Black 000000 0 0 0

Lines Coastline 2 point Blue, solid 6699CC 102 159 204

Administrative
boundaries

2 point Black, ticks 0000000 0 0 0

Lake boundary 2 point Blue, solid 66CCFF 102 204 255

Legend boxes 1 point Black, solid 000000 0 0 0

Legend
boundary 0.8 point Black, solid 000000 0 0 0

Neatline 0.8 point Black, solid 000000 0 0 0

Areas Water Blue CCFFFF 204 255 255

Quebec - little
population Yellow FFFF99 225 255 153

Quebec area
inhabited Red FF9966 255 153 102

Land area
excluding
Quebec

Yellow FFFFCC 225 255 204

Source: Research Data.



that can be used in conjunction with the atlas pre-prepared
maps, interactive mapping and data manipulation tools.

Glossary: After reviewing numerous glossaries a test
bank of 28 social science words related to the atlas contents
were selected [3]. Age appropriate bi-lingual definitions for
each of the four levels have been developed. Each word
will be accompanied by an example that may be a graphic
(photograph, drawing, table, graph etc.) or a link to an ele-
ment e.g., map contained in the atlas. The web site
demonstration provides definitions for level 1 and 2 of the
word municipality.

As an example the age appropriate definitions pro-
vided for Levels 1 and 4 for the term “atlas” are:

� Level 1: Collection of geographic maps that repre-
sent the natural and physical environment.

� Level 4: Collection of geographic maps, data, dia-
grams, text and images presenting one or more
common themes permitting the user to read, lo-
cate, analyze, synthesis and interpret the natural
environment, human activities and their
inter-relationships.

Hyperlinks: The atlas hyperlinks will complement its
suitcase of concepts, activities and exercises, pre-prepared
maps, database and glossary. The sites currently selected
relate to the maps (existing and under preparation) and sam-
ple of words contained in the glossary. The software
program COPERNIC were used to identify sites which
were then located and evaluated. Amongst the criteria used
were the site’s: map (this permitted the identification of key
words, which were used to systematically index the sites for
their evaluation), virtual location, history, objectives, con-
tents (including a means of communicating with the site or
webmaster), popularity, currency (frequency of update, as
well as the date of its last major update), language, and au-
thor or authors. Sites included are those containing their
own name as these generally indicate a certain effort associ-
ated with the site’s creation and content. Also included were
sites associated with institutions of learning, if pertinent
and of real interest, since many of these sites are created by
people who remain for some period of time. Esoteric sites
were excluded unless they contained data that could be used
to build a bank of data which users could use with the atlas
content. Sites containing the names of an Internet providers
were excluded, as they are less stable and more transient in
nature. With reference to the language of the sites included,
uni-lingual English sites were generally excluded because,
for the most part, they were produced in other countries and
did not contain the required information. In the case where
the source of the site could not be ascertained the policy was
developed of utilizing, in order, sites that were, French and
English, French only, tri-lingual, English only if of Cana-
dian origin.

The sites included are governmental, para-public (nei-
ther public or private e.g., Quebec’s Typonomy
Commission) or non-governmental organizations. Given
the objective of the atlas, sites developed specifically to
meet the needs of teachers are also included. The most sig-
nificant are: the structured document editor THOT, the

Association Quebecoise des utilisateurs de l’ordinateur au
Primaire-Secondaire. Utlization (AQUOPS),Infobourg, Le
grand monde du primaire and Télé–Quebec’s youth and ed-
ucation section. Also identified are the large international
organizations that have a bilingual or tri-lingual content
such as UNO, UNESCO, and the Organization Mondiale
du Commerce (OMC).

Conclusions

In this period of educational reform and rapidly chang-
ing technology, a hypermedia Internet atlas of Quebec for
schools provides the prospect of cheaper, more timely and
more easily revised information as well as an ability to in-
clude animation and some sound. The prototype Internet
Atlas’ child-centered, multi-level architecture provides the
prospect of allowing students to work with information in-
teractively and includes a means whereby users (students
and teachers) can identify their understanding of some of
the basic concepts needed to work effectively with maps
and diagrams and global access to both current and related
materials. A test Internet prototype of this atlas is to be
launched in the spring of 2003 with the Internet prototype
available to the schools in September 2003. However, the
testing and development of a full Internet site, together
other versions (CD-ROM and different language versions)
and the provision of supplementary teaching resources such
as hardcopy workbooks will be dependent on the acquisi-
tion of future funding.

Notes:

[1] The items evaluated in conjunction with the contents
and design of atlases included 150 books, 65 glossaries,
25 paper atlases, 45 CD-ROM’s and 50 Internet sites.

[2] ‘Cycle 1’ replaces the former Grades 1 and 2, (stu-
dents aged 6-7 years of age).
‘Cycle 2’ replaces the former Grades 3 and 4, (students
aged 8-9 years of age).

[3] The sample 28 words for the glossary are: age –sex
pyramid, atlas, contour, compass, cartography, climate,
continent, cross-section, density, distance, equator, globe,
latitude, longitude, legend, map, meridian, municipality,
parallel, cardinal direction, population, precipitation, pro-
jection, scale, symbol, temperature, toponym.
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